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CHAPTERR 3  PREPROCESSING* 

**  This chapter is based on the following publication(s): 
H-J.H-J. Rumaker, E.iV.Ai. van Sprang, H.F.A1. Boelens, J A. Westerhms, and A.K. Smi/de, Dynamic Time Warping oj Spectroscopic 

BatchBatch Data, Analytica CbimicaActa (2003), 498, pp 133-153 . 
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StatisticalStatistical batch process monitoring 

3.11 General introduction * 
Ann important step in process modelling is the step prior to model building which is 

thee preprocessing of the data. Preprocessing of the data is often a necessity in order to 

constructt sensible models. The two most applied actions are centering and scaling. 

Onter ingg is in principle done if there is a common offset present in the data. 

Inn batch process monitoring the three-way array is column or tube centered which 

removess the average batch trajectory from the data. By removing the average batch 

trajectoryy also the main non-linear behaviour is removed from the data, which allows 

thee use of linear models such as PCA. 

Scalingg is performed to make the scale between different process variables the 

same.. There are different ways to scale process data. For a more detailed discussion 

onn centering and scaling see R. Bro & A.K. Smilde [52]. Another issue in batch 

processs monitoring is the batch run length. It is assumed that the batches are operated 

inn an identical manner and therefore have the same run length. However, in practice 

thiss is not always the true. This is a problem since some statistical batch process 

monitoringg models arc not applicable for batches with unequal length. Furthermore, 

evenn if batches have equal length, the local time may differ. That is, not all the events 

happenn exacdy at the same time for all the batches. For these reasons, synchronization 

off  batch trajectories is required. There are some suggestions to deal with this problem 

(e.g.. maturity variables, interpolation). An alternative is the use of dynamic time 

warpingg which originates from the speech recognition. In the following, the concept 

off  dynamic time warping is explained and improvements of the algorithm are given. 

Thiss chapter introduces the concept of dynamic time warping. This is applied 

too a spectra batch data set that requires a somewhat different approach. 

Improvementss to the existing algorithm are proposed. 

*HJR/FA-'S *HJR/FA-'S 
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3.22 Dynamic time warping of spectroscopic 

batchh data* 

3.2.11 SUMMARY 
Thiss section discusses a method for warping spectral batch data. This method is a 

modificationn of a procedure proposed by A. Kassidas et al. [35]. This iterative 

proceduree is based on the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. The symmetric 

DTWW algorithm is discussed in this section. Kassidas defined a certain weight that is 

receivedd by every process variable in the DTW algorithm. However, high weights are 

receivedd by process variables that contain no warping information. Therefore, a new 

definitionn of these weights is presented. These new weights take into account the 

amountt of warping information of every process variable. The DTW algorithm using 

thee new weights is compared to the procedure suggested by Kassidas. Furthermore, 

somee aspects of this algorithm are optimized for speech recognition, but seem to be 

nott necessary for warping batches. This concerns the normalization of the distance 

function.. This step can therefore be omitted for warping batch data. 

3.2.22 INTRODUCTION 
Batchh processes are very common in chemical, pharmaceutical, food industry and 

biochemistry.. Monitoring these batch processes is wanted for several reasons such as 

safety,, waste-stream reduction, consistency, quality improvement or improved process 

knowledge.. One of the methods for batch process monitoring is based upon 

multivariatee techniques and was introduced by P. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor [6]. 

Thiss technique is referred to as statistical batch process monitoring. Many 

applicationss and extensions of statistical batch process monitoring have been 

introducedd since. 

Mostt common batch processes are equipped with sensors that measure 

engineeringg variables like e.g. temperatures, pressures and flow rates. However, 

modernn process analyzers, like spectroscopic measurement devices, find their way into 

*H!R*H!R in: H-f. Ramaker, E.A'.M pan Sprang H.F.M. Boe/ens, j^4. Waterhuis, and A.K. Smilde, Dynamic Time Warptng of 

SpectroscopicSpectroscopic Batch Data, Analytica Chimica Acta (2003), 498, pp 133-153 . 
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batchh monitoring. The main advantage of these apparatus is that the measurements 

containn chemically richer information compared to engineering variables. 

Forr statistical batch process monitoring a database is needed with completed batch 

runss that produced on-spec products. The variation within these data serves as a 

referencee distribution. The performance of independent new batches is compared 

withh this reference distribution. This is achieved using multivariate control charts. 

Thesee control charts are normally based on PCA or PLS models. For some models it 

iss required that the reference batches have equal duration. However, in practice this is 

almostt never true. Even if batches have an equal runlength, the local time may be 

different.. That is, similar events happen at different time points for e.g. two batches. 

Inn such case, the local time of the batches is different and synchronization of similar 

eventss is necessary. 

Thee problem of batches with unequal lengths can be overcome by the choice 

off  model (S. Wold et al. [53]). However, the models capable of dealing with batches 

off  unequal length suffer from poor statistics. Another way to deal with this issue is to 

makee use of dynamic time warping (DTW). DTW originates from the world of 

speechh recognition and A. Kassidas et al. [36] proposed a method based on the DTW 

algorithmm that is focused on statistical batch process monitoring. This method was 

basedd on batch data that contained engineering variables. Other chemically related 

warpingg problems can be found in the papers written by V. Pravdova et al. [54], K. 

Gollmerr & C. Posten [55] and A. Kassidas et al. [35]. Another existing warping 

techniquee that can be used for e.g. chromatographic profiles is correlation optimised 

warpingg (N.-P.V. Nielsen et al. [56], D. Bylund et al. [57]). 

Inn this work, data from an industrial batch reactor in which a resin is 

produced,, is used. This batch reaction is spectroscopically monitored with NIR. Such 

NI RR datasets are well suited for statistical batch process monitoring. In this section, 

priorr to monitoring, the batches need to be warped because they have unequal length. 

Thee warping is based on a method proposed by A. Kassidas et al. [35]. In this section, 

ann explanation of the DTW algorithm is given. Also a strategy is proposed how to 

warpp spectroscopic data since this is not yet discussed in the research area of statistical 

batchh process monitoring. Furthermore, an improved method is presented for 

selectingg the weights matrix needed for warping is presented. 

Sectionn 3.2.3 discusses the DTW algorithm. Section 3.2.4 discusses some 

importantt added features to the DTW algoridim and explains an alternative method 
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too calculate weights that are given to each process variable in the DTW algorithm for 

warpingg batches. Section 3.2.5 describes the procedure how to warp batches as 

proposedd by Kassidas. Section 3.2.6 describes the industrial example, which is studied. 

Then,, Section 3.2.7 discusses the warping results of the new weights compared to the 

weightss of Kassidas. Also, the effect of normalizing the DTW algorithm is illustrated 

withh an example. Finally, conclusions are given in the Section 3.2.8. 

3.2.33 THEORY 
Theree are two problems associated with modeling data profiles of unequal lengths. 

Thee first problem is simply the unequal length, meaning that two profiles of unequal 

lengthh cannot be arranged as two rows in a matrix that serves as a starting point for 

modell  building. At first sight this problem can be solved by cutting of the data part of 

thee 'longest duration' profile to match the size of the 'shortest duration' profile 

providingg that both profiles can now be placed in two rows of a matrix. This points, 

however,, to the second problem: the local time of the profiles is different, e.g., the 

profiless may have reached a different maturity (such as conversion) in the same time. 

Clearly,, modeling such profiles, e.g. batch trajectories, by placing them in two rows is 

nott appropriate. Synchronization of such profiles can be accomplished by using the 

dynamicc time warping (DTW) algorithm. DTW originates form the field of speech 

recognition.. The DTW algorithm needs to meet some important demands when 

appliedd to synchronization of such profiles. First, after warping the profiles need to 

havee the same length. Secondly, certain events that happened in the profiles should 

occurr at the same time. In the following, the DTW algorithm will be explained. 

3.2.3.11 General explanation of DT W 

Inn the following a general method for synchronizing all kinds of trajectories is 

presented.. This method is called DTW and is based on a technique named dynamic 

programming.. First, some terminology for DTW is explained. Then, the problem of 

findingfinding an optimal path through a grid wil l be introduced. The solution to this 

problemm by using DTW is given and illustrated with a numerical example. 
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3.2.3.1.13.2.3.1.1 The Sample and the Reference 

Thee trajectory of the reference vector wil l be denoted by r ( / x l ) . Ideally, the 

referencee vector is a sample from the dataset that contains all the important 

characteristicss of the data. Therefore, the choice for the reference vector is important. 

Thee characteristics in a new sample, denoted by s(7x l) , wil l be synchronized with 

thee reference vector. An example of two trajectories of unequal length is given in 

Figuree 24. 

Thesee trajectories represent the 

measurementss of a temperature 

recordedd during a batch run. It can 

bee seen that these trajectories are 

differentt in length (I*  J). The 

objectivee is to synchronize these 

trajectoriess to equal length K. 

3.2.3.1.23.2.3.1.2 The grid 

Thee sample and the reference form 

thee base of a grid. This grid consists 

off  an x and y-axis. The length of r 

andd s gives the dimensions of the 

grid.. The length of the x-axis is 

givenn by the sample s and the lengm 

off  the y-axis is given by the 

referencee r. This has been illustrated 

inn Figure 25. 

Thee cell represents a grid 

pointt (see Figure 25). A grid point is 

denotedd as iv(k) where ^ is a 

runningg index for a new common 

axiss of the sample and reference. 

AA sequence of grid points 

wil ll  be referred to as the trajectory 

orr path w. The path w is denoted as: 

o o 

Figuree 24 
TwoTwo temperature profiles of unequal length. 

\ \ 
f:....: f:....: 

ri-w(k)) = ( i , j ) r 
- i - r — r - : - " ^^ ! 

JJ ' *"' ' " ' : ' ' '

. . ( . . . . ; ; 22 i3 ,4 'I'S'' ,6 j 1 i"8 : 9 j1fljli'i12;H|M Vft'i" 

Figuree 25 
ConstructionConstruction of the grid. 
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ww = {»>(llii>(2),...iv(k),w(k + l),---iv(K)} , max(l,j)<K<I + J (( 21 ) 

wheree the number of grid points in the path is given by K. The path w is also referred 

too as the warping function. The starting and ending point of w are defined: the 

startingg point w{k = \) of this trajectory is given by (i = l,j = l) where the ending 

pointt tf(k = K) of this trajectory is given by (i = I,j =  For any point along the 

path,, w(k) can be written as w(k) = (i(k),j(k)). An example of such a path is given 

inn Figure 26. 
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Figuree 26 
ConstructionConstruction of a path through the grid. 

jj + l 

j - i i 

i - ll i i+1 

Figuree 27 
RepresentationRepresentation of the local constraints. 

Noticee diat many paths can be constructed that connect die begin point and end 

pointt of the grid. Each path may have a different pathlength K. Furthermore, the si2e 

off K cannot be determined a priori. 

3.2.3.22 Local constraints 

Thee construction of a path w is subjected to local constraints. Consider the grid point 

w[k)w[k) illustrated as the black dot in Figure 27: 

Thiss grid point (i,j) is a part of a trajectory w. The predecessor w(k-l) of this grid 

pointt (/',_/) can be any of die gray dots. That is: 

,{k-l),{k-l) = (i-l,j),(i-l,j-\)  or (i,j-\) (( 22 ) 
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Goingg from grid point (/,_/') to (i + l,j + \) on some path, either i + \>i  or 

J+J+11 > j • This guarantees that the path cannot go 'back in time' and therefore the 

slopee between to consecutive grid points lying on a path is always > 0. This is a 

requirementt of the DTW algorithm. Equation 22 shows that the predecessor of grid 

pointt w(k) can be chosen from a set of three. 

Inn a symmetric DTW algorithm, die outcome of a path will not be different if 

thee sample and reference are interchanged because the reference and sample are 

treatedd equally. This is not true for an asymmetric algorithm. In an asymmetric 

algorithmm vertical steps are not allowed so (i,j-l)  is not a possible predecessor of 

\i,j)-\i,j)-  In this way, data points from the reference could be omitted allowing rime 

scalee compression of the pattern. This can be favorable for some applications where it 

iss not necessary to assume that the best path includes all the data points of both the 

samplee and reference (e.g. slow changes of the pattern compared to the time interval). 

However,, for e.g. batch processes all the data should be taken into consideration by 

thee algorithm, thus the symmetric DTW algorithm is used. 

3 . 2 .44 D T W ALGORITH M 

Ass explained before, many paths can be constructed. Each path is characterized by a 

distance.. The cumulative distance D[i,j)  from the beginning to point ( / ,y) along a 

pathh is given by: 

wheree d{u>(l)) is some distance measure between two points of the sample and 

reference.. Here, the running index / denotes that the path does not connect the 

beginningg point of the grid with the end-point. If this is true, the running index of the 

pathh is denoted with the index k. The distance measure between the sample and 

referencee at grid point ( / ,y) is given by: 

H»V))H»V)) = (s(X0)~r('V)) f ( 24 ) 
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Thee goal of DTW is to find the optimal path w (that connects the beginning and 

endingg point of die grid) with length K diat minimizes the function D(i,j) in 

Equationn 23: 

D(IJ)D(IJ) = min %d{w{k)) %d{w{k)) (( 25 ) 

Onee way of finding the path that solves equation 25 is as follows. Construct all 

possiblee paths through the grid, calculate the cumulated distance for each path and 

selectt the path diat gives the smallest outcome. However, already for relative small 

gridss the number of possible paths is very large. The computational load to solve this 

problemm on an average computer is far too high. A very elegant solution to this 

problemm is dynamic programming. Dynamic programming is a mathematical 

technique,, which guarantees to find the optimum path without having to calculate the 

distancee along all possible paths. It is based on the Markov Chain property. In the 

following,, the construction of the path that gives the miniinum accumulative distance 

iss explained. A numerical example is used to illustrate dynamic programming. 

StepStep 1: Initialising the grid 

Everyy grid point (i,j) connects the measurements of the sample s ( y ) and reference 

r ( / ) .. For every grid point the distance between s(y') and r ( / ) is calculated 

accordingg to equation 24. This is illustrated in Figure 28: 
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Figuree 28 

FillingFilling  the grid with local distances. 

Thee values chosen for s and r are arbitrary and serve only as a numerical example. It 

cann be seen from Figure 28 that the grid has been filled with the local distance 

measures. . 

StepStep 2: Calculate the cumulated distances 

Thee next step is to fill  the complete grid with the cumulated distances. These 

distancess are calculated in a column or row-wise manner but this is an arbitrary 

choice.. Here, it is chosen to fill  the grid in a column-wise manner starting at the point 

(i(i  = l,j = l). The next grid point therefore is (1,2). For this grid point the 

predecessorss must be determined according to the local constraints illustrated in 

Figuree 27. It can be seen that from the three predecessors, two steps are not valid (the 

diagonall  step and the horizontal step) since they fall outside the grid. Thus the only 

predecessorr can be the grid point (1,1). Therefore the best cumulated distance along 

thee path from the starting point (1,1) to (1,2) is given by: 

D(l ,2)) = D ( U) + </(l,2) = 49 + 25 = 74 ( 26 ) 
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Thee next grid point is given by (1,3). For the same reasons as grid point (1,2) two 

precedingg steps are cancelled. The best cumulated distance along the path from (1,1) 

too (1,3) is now given by: 

D(l,3)) = D(l ,2) + rf(l,3) = 74 + 16 = 90 (( 27 ) 

Thiss is repeated until the last grid point of the first column is reached. The same 

exercisee can be done for the first row of the grid. In this case, the predecessor of the 

gridd point in the first row can only originate from a horizontal step. 

Oncee the best cumulated distances are calculated for the first column and 

firstfirst row, the next grid point to consider is ( 2 , 2 ) . In this example it is chosen to fill 

thee remaining of the grid in a column wise matter. It is up to the user to do this either 

columnn or row wise. This situation is sketched in Figure 29. 
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Figuree 29 

CalculatingCalculating the accumulated distance for every grid point. 

Thee bold numbers in the first row and column represent the best cumulated distances 

thatt are already calculated. The grid point (2 ,2) is black circled and the possible 
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predecessorr grid points are dotted circled. The best cumulated distance along the path 

fromm the starting point to (2,2) is given by: 

D(2,2 ))  =  mi n 

D(l,2 ))  +  </(2,2) ' 

D(l,l ))  +  ̂(2,2 ) 

D(2,l ))  +  42,2 ) 

744 +  10 0 

499 +  10 0 

1933 +  10 0 

== 49 + 100 = 149 (( 28 ) 

Thiss exercise is repeated for every grid point and in this manner the complete grid can 

bee filled with the best cumulated distances. 

Ann important property of the DTW algorithm is the Markov chain property. 

Thiss property reads as follows. Al l the information until grid point w{k) is enclosed 

inn w(k). Therefore, to go the next step, in this case w(k + \), it is only necessary to 

considerr n>(k). 

StepStep 3: Finding the optimal path with backtracking 

Oncee the grid is tilled with cumulated distances, the optimal path from the begin 

pointt to the end point can be derived. This is done in a back wise manner starting 

fromm the point D(l,j). From this point the preceding points are considered. The 

pointt mat gives the lowest cumulated distance is selected. From this selected point, 

thee next three preceding points are considered and the one the gives the smallest 

accumulativee distance is selected etc. This is repeated until the grid point D(l,l) is 

reached.. It might happen in backtracking that preceding grid points have the same 

valuee for the cumulated distance. It is necessary to consider the predecessors of those 

gridd points in order to find the solution. If diagonal steps are preferred, the choice can 

alsoo be based on this criterion. 

Thee selected points form the optimal path w through the grid that minimizes 

thee distance function from Equation 25. The optimal path is illustrated in Figure 30 as 

thee marked numbers. 
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Figuree 30 

FindingFinding the optimal path by backtracking. 

Thiss path forms the joint time axis for the reference and sample. The accompanying 

valuess for both the sample and reference can be easily found. Forward tracking of the 

optimall path does not give the same results as backtracking. For example, the first 5 

gridd points that result from forward tracking are given by die sequence of 

{(1,1),(1,2),(1,3),(1,4),(1,5)]] (see Figure 30). These grid points are not die same as 

thee last five grid points from the path w that resulted from backward tracking mat are 

givenn by {(1,1),(1,2),(1,3),(1,4),(2,5)} . Also, by forward tracking to find the 

optimall padi in Figure 30, the grid point ( / , / ) is not reached. 
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Thee warping result of the two temperature trajectories is given in Figure 31. 

Profiless of unequal length Stepp A Symmetric DTW algorithm 
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Figuree 31 
WarpingWarping result of two temperature profiles. 

I tt can be seen from 

thiss figure that the 

jointt time axes 

 . Each 

gridd point from the 

optimall  path w 

representss a pair of 

dataa points from the 

referencee and 

sample.. These data 

pointss are taken 

fromm the sample 

andd reference one 

byy one. In this way 

thee warped sample 

andd reference can be constructed and plotted as in Figure 31. Also, the warping result 

forr these temperature profiles would have been the same if the sample and reference 

weree interchanged. This is a property of the symmetric DTW algorithm. Also, the 

jointt time K axis cannot be expressed in seconds anymore. The joint time axis now 

representss a dimensionless non-linear time scale. 

3.2.4.11 Remaining topics 

Thiss Section describes additional features that complete the DTW algorithm. This 

completee DTW algorithm is used in the ongoing of this section when applied to 

statisticall  batch process monitoring. 

3.2.4.1.13.2.4.1.1 Global constraints 

Globall  constraints or adjustment window conditions exclude certain regions of the 

gridd in which the optimal path can he. This may save computation time that is 

importantt for online applications. Also unrealistic warps can be omitted. Global 

constraintss can also follow from certain choices of the local constraints. This is not 

thee case for the choice of local constraints in this section. An illustration of the global 

constraintt is given in Figure 32: 
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RepresentationRepresentation of the global constraints. 
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.. j  = i-r 

Thee grid points marked as NaN are no part of the search in the grid anymore. This 

globall constraint is chosen in such a way that /(/é) — j{k)\ < r where r can be chosen 

byy the user. 

3.2.4.1.23.2.4.1.2 Normalization 

Thiss Section discusses the possibility to normalize the minimization problem as 

formulatedd in Equation 25. This minimization problem minimizes two aspects: the 

cumulativee distance and the number of steps. A path that follows many horizontal 

andd vertical steps contains more steps compared to a path with many diagonal steps. 

Ass a result, the number of contributions of d(i,j) to D(l,j) is dependent of the 

pathh length. Hence, diagonal paths will be favored. Although this does not necessarily 

havee to be a problem, there are situations where paths that deviate from the diagonal 

aree also important to consider, e.g. patterns with the same length but different time 

scaling.. Making the selection of the path independent of the number of steps can be 

donee in two ways. 
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Thee first way is described by J.N. Holmes [58] and is the easiest to 

understand.. When a diagonal step is taken, twice the value of d{i>j)  is added. This 

cann be understood from Figure 27. If the grid point (i,j) is reached by a vertical step 

fromm grid point (;' — \,J — 1) followed by a horizontal step (or vice versa), two times a 

locall  distance (d(i,j) + */(/ ' — \,j)) is added since two steps are taken. Going to 

(i,j)(i,j)  starting from (/ — I,J — l ) by a diagonal step requires only one step. To 

compensatee for diis, twice die value of d(i,j) is added for the diagonal step. The 

calculationn of the cumulative distance from Equation 28 now becomes: 

D(2,2)) = min 

D{\,2)D{\,2) + \-d(2,2) 

D(\,\)D(\,\) + 2d(2,2) 

D(2,\)D(2,\) + l-d(2,2) 

(( 29 ) 

Concluding,, the cumulative distance function can be made independent from the 

numberr of steps by the following equation: 

£> ( / ( / ) , ; ( / ))) = min 

D(i-\J)D(i-\J) + d(iJ) 
D(i-\J-\)D(i-\J-\) + 2-J(iJ) 

D(t,j-\)+J(t,j) D(t,j-\)+J(t,j) 

(( 30 ) 

Thee second way to make the selection of the padi independent of the number of steps 

iss described by H. Sakoe & S. Chiba [59]. The cumulative distance along a padi from 

thee beginning of trajectory to point (i,j) can be defined by: 

D(D( i{l)J{l) ) = £</( /(/),;(/) )-K0 = 5>( "(0 )-K0 (( 31 ) 

wheree v(l) is a so called nonnegative weighting coefficient or normalization weight. 

Thee time normalized distance between a sample and reference is given by: 

D(IJ)D(IJ) = min 
^d{i(k),j{k))-v(k) ^d{i(k),j{k))-v(k) 
A=\ A=\ 

5>w w 
(( 32 ) 
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wheree the denominator is employed to compensate for the effect of steps K. The 

characteristicss of the fundamental definition in Equation 32 of the time-normalized 

distancee depend on die choice of the normalization weights v(k) . The minimization 

off Equation 32 is a difficult problem. If the denominator from Equation 32 is 

independentt of the warping function, it can be put outside of the brackets: 

DD(J>J)(J>J) = -K " ^ 
5>(A) ) 

Onee way of obtaining Equation 33 is by choosing v{k) = \ for a horizontal or vertical 

stepp and v{k) = 2 for a diagonal step. In diis case, die term outside the brackets 

becomess I + J and is indeed independent of the number of steps. Although bodi 

mediodss normalize the distance function, it is done in different ways. 

3.2.4.1.33.2.4.1.3 Normalization for synchronization of batch runs 

Withh speech recognition, a spoken word is matched with a library of words. This 

libraryy of words has certain characteristics. If the pronunciation of the word by die 

speakerr is somewhat slow in the beginning but fast in the end, the characteristics of 

diee library words are different from the spoken word. In such cases, normalization 

makess the matching independent of the pronunciation of a person. However, die 

objectivee of warping batch processes is different. A pair of batches is fixed and there 

iss no library to match. Therefore, the objective for normalizing the DTW algorithm is 

missingg in case of batch monitoring and can therefore be omitted. 

3.2.4.1.43.2.4.1.4 Direction penalties 

Byy using direction penalties (J.N. Holmes [58]), the path can be forced to follow the 

diagonal,, or not. That is, vertical or horizontal steps are given some kind of weight. 

Thesee direction penalties are not to be confused with the normalization weights. A 

verticall direction penalty is denoted as vdp and a horizontal direction penalty is 

denotedd as hdp. The larger these penalties are chosen, the more favored the diagonal 

pathh becomes. The cumulative distance is calculated according to: 

%d{i{k),j{k))-v{k) %d{i{k),j{k))-v{k) 
(( 33 
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D(I(/),JV))D(I(/),JV)) = min 

D(i-\J)D(i-\J) + d(iJ) + hdp 
D(i-lJ-\)D(i-lJ-\) + J(iJ) 

D(iJ-\)D(iJ-\) + d{iJ) + vdp 
(( 34 ) 

Thee values of the penalties should be chosen by experiment and their magnitude 

shouldd be in the same range as the distance measure. 

3.2.4.1.53.2.4.1.5 Multivariate trajectories 

DTWW has been explained for single trajectories so far. The extension to multivariate 

trajectoriess is straightforward and needs only minor changes in the algorithm. For 

multivariatee trajectories, the sample S(IXN) represents a matrix as well as 

R ( / x i Y )) where N is the number of variables. In the DTW algorithm only the 

calculationn of the distance measure is different for multivariate trajectories and is 

calculatedd as: 

4'W.#))=[v)-V) ]]  z[s*- f/*) ] ( 35 ) 

wheree Z is a positive definite matrix. If Z is chosen to be identity, the Euclidian 

distancee is taken. The weight matrix Z can be used in the DTW algorithm to give 

moree weight to certain variables. 

3.2.4.1.63.2.4.1.6 Calculation of the weight matrix by Kassidas 

Kassidass suggested to use Z to give more weight to variables that are 'consistent' from 

batchh to batch, e.g., a steadily increasing value of the measured conversion is more 

consistentt than a noisy measurement of the level of the reactor. The warping of 

batchess should rely more on these consistent variables. One choice is to fix the 

weightss for every process variable. However, this requires extensive knowledge about 

thee process that is not always available. Kassidas developed a method to increase or 

decreasee the weights for the variables in an iterative manner. That is, the weight 

matrixx is initialized and all the batches are warped and synchronized. From the 

synchronizedd trajectories and the reference, the average trajectory is calculated. For 

diee first batch and first process variable, the difference with the average trajectory is 

calculated.. These differences are squared and summed over time resulting in a 

number.. This number is calculated for every batch. The reciprocal sum of all these 
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numberss represents the weight that is given to a particular process variable. This 

weightt is calculated for every process variable in the same manner. Then, the weight 

matrixx is updated and the whole procedure (warping and synchronizing) is repeated a 

numberr of times. The details of this iterative procedure can be found in A. Kassidas et 

al.. [35]. 

Iff the trajectory of a process variable deviates not much from the average 

trajectory,, a high weight is received. Because of tMs, the dynamics of the signal over 

timee are ignored. It does not matter if the trajectory of the process variable over time 

iss curved-like or nearly horizontal, as long as the trajectories are close to the average 

trajectory. . 

Kassidass already suggested using a convergence criterion for Z to stop the 

iterativee procedure although no suggestion of what type of criterion was given. In this 

section,, a convergence criterion of Z is used to decide whether a next iteration is 

neededd using the definition of the weights by Kassidas. The convergence criterion 

readss as: 

|^ (Z)L-|^(Z)L <00022 36 

l<%(z)L, , 

wheree it is the number of iterations. Iteration of Z more than the arbitrary value 0.002 

doess not significantly improve the result further. The converged matrix Z gives an 

indicationn of which process variables are consistent and useful in the DTW algorithm. 

3.2.4.1.73.2.4.1.7 New definition of the weights 

Itt is explained in the foregoing what characteristics are needed for the trajectory of a 

processs variable to receive a high weight. An important question is how this affects 

thee DTW algorithm. Consider the warping of two horizontal lines that have the same 

valuee but different lengths. The optimal path can lie everywhere in the grid and the 

liness will always be perfecdy warped. In other words, such a process variable contains 

noo warping information. In the definition of the weights by Kassidas such process 

variabless are given a high weight. As a result, the outcome of the optimal path is 

dominatedd by diese variables. It was explained diat such a patii could be more or less 

'random'.. This is disadvantageous if the multivariate data also consists of e.g. curved-

likee process variables, e.g. kinetic profiles. Such profiles are sensitive to incorrect 
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warping.. In other words, these process variables contain important warping 

information. . 

Inn this chapter, an alternative definition for Z is presented. These weights account 

forr the 'warping information' of each process variable. It can be seen from Equation 

355 that every process variable has its own contribution to the local distance. That is, 

forr every process variable a single grid can be constructed with local distances. The 

contourr plot of such a single grid for a process variable that contains important 

warpingg information is expected to show a clear valley that runs from the start to the 

endd point of the grid. The valley refers to grid points representing small distances. It is 

preferredd that these process variables with sharp valleys wil l be given a high weight. 

Thee shape of the optimal path should follow these valleys as much as possible. A 

similarr surface plot for the horizontal profiles is expected to be rather flat since the 

locall  distances are similar. Process variables corresponding to such a surface plot 

shouldd be given a low weight. The calculation of Z is performed as follows: 

Thee initial values for the diagonal elements of Ware set to one. 

Thee first batch X i= 1 is warped on X . . The warping results in a path w<=i 

withh length K. The coordinates of the unsynchronized path are required to 

updatee Z(=i according to the new definition. The path is depicted in Fig 33a: 

Figg 33a 
OptimalOptimal path. 

AA grid is filled with the local distances calculated for the first process variable. 

Thee first variable from X r=l and Xrt/. is illustrated in Fig 33b. The surface 

plott of this grid is given in Fig 33c. Such a surface plot is constructed for all 
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thee process variables. Therefore, N different surface plots can be constructed 

wheree each plot represents the local distances between the sample and 

referencee for the »-th process variable. 

Figg 33b 
TwoTwo profiles ofun. 

Forr the first process variable (» = 1), the optimal path is mapped to the 

surfacee plot. This is illustrated in Fig 33c. Those grid points are selected that 

correspondd to the coordinates from the optimal path wi that was found for 

batchh X, and Xn/ . Let the mean of these elements be denoted as MLD™Ja' 

wheree MLD refers to mean local distance. The mean of local distances for 

thosee grid points that are not on these path coordinates are denoted as 

MLDfMLDf=x=x
papa''hh.. The first diagonal element of the weight matrix Z, is given as: 

Zn= Zn= 
MLDfJ""' MLDfJ""' 

(( 37 ) 

Iff the path follows the valley of the grid, the MLD'JLf' will be relatively 

smalll compared to MLDf=l
p"'  . This results in a high weight. 
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Thee second diagonal element of Zf=? is calculated using the surface plot that 

representss the local distance for the second process variable between the 

samplee and reference etc. 

Pathh mapped on surface plol 

_-<-'""  m 

Figg 33c 
OptimalOptimal path mapped on surface plot of local distances. 

Thiss whole procedure is repeated for each batch X f . The weight matrix Z is 

takenn as the average over Zf. Z is normalized in such a way that the sum of 

thee diagonal elements equals the number of process variables. 

Afterr the first iteration (« = 1), the weight matrix is updated. The whole 

proceduree to calculate the update of Z is repeated and stopped when a 

convergencee criterion is met. The convergence criterion of equation 36 is 

alsoo used. The criterion of 0.002 is chosen since more iterations have 

negligiblee effects on the warping results. 

Variabless with a high weight reflect variables that contain important warping 

information.. Variables with a low weight are not very sensitive to incorrect warping, 

suchh as horizontal lines. 
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3 . 2 .55 D T W FOR BATC H MONITORIN G 

Thee only DTW related work in the area of statistical batch process monitoring was 

donee by A. Kassidas et al. [35]. Kassidas suggested an iterative procedure for warping 

unequall batch trajectories. This procedure was applied to an industrial polymerization 

dataset.. The details of this algorithm can be found in A. Kassidas et al. [35]. 

Inn this section, the iterative procedure from Kassidas is also used for warping 

andd synchronizing spectroscopic data including die usage of global constraints. 

However,, some aspects of this procedure are changed. These issues are related to 

scaling,, the weighting matrix Z and the number of iterations. Furthermore, the DTW 

algorithmm is exploited without normalization or direction penalties. This is different 

fromm Kassidas where the distance function is normalized according to Equation 33. 

Thee iterative procedure can be split into three steps: Step A, Step B and Step 

C.. These steps will be discussed in the following. 

Stepp A: Scaling 

Beforee applying DTW, the batches need to be scaled properly. Let the sample S be 

representedd as Xf (I X N) where I is the number of time intervals, N the number of 

processs variables and c = 1,....,C a running index for the number of batches. Kassidas 

suggestedd to calculate the average range of each process variable for one batch. This is 

repeatedd for every batch. From these average ranges for all batches the total average 

rangee is calculated. Then, each variable is divided by this total average range. Since 

spectroscopicc data usually has the same measurement units of similar magnitude, the 

scalingg step in the iterative procedure for DTW using spectroscopic data can be 

omitted. . 

Stepp B: Warping 

Inn this step the DTW algorithm is applied. Two important issues of this step are 

highlighted.. The first issue concerns the calculation of the weight matrix Z. This is 

alreadyy explained in the previous section. The second issue is the choice of the 

referencee batch (R = X , (ƒ x iV) ) . Before the start of step B, one out of all batches 

iss selected as the reference batch. This reference batch is fixed and all the other 

batchess are warped one by one. Every warped batch is connected to the reference via 

ann optimal path w r . It is important to realize that the length of w r is different for all 

thee warping results. Thus, every batch will still have a different length after warping. 
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Kassidass used die batch, which was the closest to die average duration of all 

batchess as the reference batch. It is recommended to check whether this batch is also 

representingg reasonable normal operating conditions. An alternative way to select a 

referencee batch is by selecting that batch which gives the best result in terms of the 

finall  monitoring. This can be done by considering all batches as reference batch and 

selectt the one which gives the fastest detection of faulty batches, e.g. using the AST 

(E.N.M.. Van Sprang et al. [41]). This requires, however, a sufficient number of faulty 

batchess to make this procedure reliable. In this case study, there was only one faulty 

batchh available. Hence, the procedure of Kassidas was used to select the reference 

batch. . 

Stepp C: Asymmetric synchronization 

Thee batches have been warped with the reference batch in step B. This results in (C -

1)) pairs of X re/ and X f . The length of each pair of batches wil l be different from 

eachh other. This wil l be taken care of in step C. Let Figure 34 represent the warping 

resultt of some pair X r and ~Knf after step B is finished: 

I tt can be seen from 

thiss figure that the 

optimall  path contains v 
A ref f 

somee consecutive 

horizontall  steps 

markedd with the black 

dots.. This implies that 

severall  time points of 

batchh ~Kc are aligned 

withh only one time 

pointt from ~Knf . This 

mightt happen in 

situationss where the 

processs variables of 

X rr remain almost 

constantt for a while 

andd are aligned widi X .. The proposed method takes the average value for X r over 

thee consecutive horizontal steps. In this way, the length of the optimal path wil l equal 

Figuree 34 
AssymetricalAssymetrical synchronisation. 
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thee size of X , . If the black dots from Figure 34 are being replaced with a white dot 

representingg die average value over that range, the lengdi of die path is 10. This is 

exacdyy the length of Xn/. This is done for all the pairs of batches, and as a result 

everyy batch X( will become of the same length of the reference batch Xnf. This is 

calledd an asymmetric operation that synchronizes all Xf in a way that all have the 

samee duration as X , (A. Kassidas et al. [35]). 

Forr batches that have a shorter duration dian Xnf die procedure works the 

same.. For diis asymmetric operation, die average values must always be calculated in 

dee time direction of X f . This is important if the axes of the grid are being 

interchangedd with Xnf and Xc. Because of the asymmetric operation, the intensity 

signalss of Xf are averaged over a number of time points. This is an important 

disadvantagee of the procedure since variation in die data is averaged. This variation 

servess as a reference distribution for statistical batch process monitoring. 

3.2.66 INDUSTRIAL EXAMPLE: BATCH PROCESS OF URETHANE 

RESIN N 

Thee data used in this section comprises an industrial multi-stage fed-batch process of 

makingg a urethane resin. A more detailed description can be found in the paper 

writtenn by E.N.M. Van Sprang et al. [41]. Only die first stage of this process is used in 

diiss study. The reaction that takes place in the first stage reads as: 

OCN-^-NCOOCN-^-NCO + HO-IL.^OCN-^-NH-CO-O-^ 

Thee urethane resin is formed from the reaction of a di-isocyanate with an alcohol. The 

firstt stage of this process can be split into three steps: 

1)) the tank is filled with a di-isocyanate. 

2)) an alcohol (reactant) is added drop wise to start the reaction. 

3)) all the di-isocyanate has reacted and the process is kept at a constant 

temperature. . 

Thiss reaction is carried out using a temperature profile while the reactants are added 

inn precisely known stoichiometric ratios. A NIR spectrometer with a 2 nm resolution 

iss used to record the spectra in the range of 1100 nm to 2500 nm. The regions of the 
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activee compounds are as follows: di-isocyanate ~ 1910 - 1940 nm, alcohol ~ 1398 -

14211 nm and product ~ 1485 - 1503 nm. A total of 17 batches are measured. The 

durationn t of each batch varies between 69 and 140 time intervals. These differences 

aree mainly caused by change of the shift during the night. The beginning (1100 nm -

13000 nm) and ending (2100 nm - 2500 nm) of the spectrum are mainly instrumental 

noisee and are for this reasons discarded. This results in 400 wavelengths recorded at 

everyy time interval. The raw spectra as well as the second derivate spectra for one of 

thee batches has been plotted in Figure 35a and Figure 35b: 

--
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S~ S~ 
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Figuree 35 
a:a: Raw spectra of a batch. 

b:b: Second derivative spectra of a batch showing absorbing regions. 

c:c: Outcome of the weight defined by Kassidas. 

d:d: Outcome of the weight according to new definition. 

Thee second derivative spectra (using a Savitsky Golay filter) are computed because of 

offsett problems with the spectra. 
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3 . 2 .77 D T W FOR SPECTROSCOPIC DAT A 

Thee warped batches in the dataset can be used to build monitoring models. First, the 

resultss of applying the Kassidas procedure will be discussed. The average calculation 

timetime to warp two batches with where the length of/ and / is approximately 100 and N 

-- 400 takes about 2 minutes on a Athlon 1.25 GHz desktop. This calculation includes 

thee computation of the new weights. 

3.2.7.11 Weight matri x 

Ass explained, the spectroscopic instrument records absorption at 400 wavelengths 

everyy point in time. It is interesting to examine the weights that the algorithm 

calculated.. A suitable batch is chosen as the reference batch. The results of Z as 

definedd by Kassidas after 10 iterations are presented in Figure 35c. In this figure, the 

weightt given to every single wavelength can be read from the y-axis. The wavelengths 

wheree mostly the pure compounds dominate are bold. Clearly, it is not the active 

compoundss that are given the highest weight. Especially the region of 1300 nm -

13500 nm is given the highest weight. This region corresponds with the baseline of the 

spectrumm as can be seen from Figure 35a. It will be shown in the following that these 

regionss contain no warping information and therefore should be given a low weight 

instead.. Besides this issue, the weight matrix was not converging. This indicates that 

thee weight matrix Z is troublesome and the values obtained after 10 iterations are not 

reliable. . 

Too illustrate the problems of the Kassidas weights more in detail, the 

trajectoryy over time for the wavelengths 1316 and 2058 nm have been plotted for all 

thee batches after warping and synchronization (Figure 36). The crosses represent the 

averagee trajectory for these two wavelengths. 
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Figuree 36 
WarpedWarped time profiles of two wavelengths using Kassidas method. 

Figuree 35c shows that the wavelength at 1316 nm is given the highest weight and the 

wavelengthh of 2058 nm a very small weight (marked as circles in Figure 35c). It is 

apparentt from Figure 36 that the differences of the batches with the average trajectory 

aree small for wavelength 1316. This can be understood since this wavelength 

representss the baseline. There is not much variation in this baseline. This is different 

fromm the wavelength at 2058 nm. Figure 36 illustrates that the deviation from the 

averagee trajectory is larger. Therefore, less weight is given to this wavelength. 

Thee results of the new weight matrix are presented in Figure 35d. The new 

weightss converged properly according to the convergence criterion. The time profile 

off  two different wavelengths have been illustrated in Figure 37. 
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Figuree 37 
WarpedWarped time profiles of two wavelengths using new method. 

Thee wavelength 

att 1360 nm that 

correspondss to 

thee baseline is 

givenn a small 

weightt (see 

Figuree 35d). 

Thiss is not true 

forr the 

wavelengthh at 

17388 nm. This 

wavelengthh has a 

highh signal to 

noisee ratio. This 

featuree is given a 

highh weight as can be seen from Figure 35d. Clearly, the regions that correspond to 

thee baseline are given a smaller weight as compared to weights denned by Kassidas. 

Thiss is true for all the flat regions in the spectra that are now given a low weight. 

Thesee regions contain no warping information. Figure 35d shows that the peaks of 

thee weight-profile correspond to the tops and valleys of the second derivative spectra. 

Thee new weights therefore reflect the underlying nature of the data much better as 

comparedd to Figure 35c. Therefore, only the important parts of die spectra are 

consideredd by the weights. 

Furthermore,, Figure 35d indicates that not only the regions corresponding to 

thee active compounds are given a high weight. Also other regions of spectra contain 

valuablee warping information like die region of 2000 nm — 2100 nm. In this case it is 

nott sensible to perform a wavelength selection based upon prior knowledge about the 

absorbancee regions of the active compounds since important warping variables are 

discarded.. This is in contradiction for calibration models, where temperature effects 

aree unwanted and wavelength selection is preferable. 

Thee warping results of the method by Kassidas and the method presented in 

thiss section is shown in Figure 38: 
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Figuree 38 
a:a: Time profiles oj three wavelengths with different length. 

b:b: Warp results according to Kassidas. 

c:c: Warp results according to new weights and no normalisation. 

Thee spectra over time for two batches have been warped. Not all the spectra over 

timee are plotted (only A. = 1920nm - 1923nm) because this results in an unclear 

picture.. The iterative procedure was repeated ten times for both approaches. It can be 

seenn from this Figure that the definition of the new weights without the normalization 

stepp (Figure 38c) gives better warping result as compared to Kassidas (Figure 38b). 

Also,, the new weights converged according to the criteria whereas the Kassidas 

weightss did not. 

Thee weight matrix is also tested for typical engineering datasets where 

temperatures,, pressures etc. are measured. The outcome for the weight matrix gave 

goodd results. Those variables that are considered to be important are given the highest 

weightt by die algorithm. Such variables are e.g. temperature set points or conversion 

measurements. . 
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3.2.7.22 Normalizin g 

Itt was explained in the theory section that the normalization step originates from 

speechh recognition applications and can be omitted for warping batch data. The effect 

off normalizing the data is illustrated in the following figure: 

Normalizedd Not normalized 

Figuree 39 
ResultsResults of warping concentration profiles with and without normalising. 

Fromm the spectral dataset, as described in Section 6, concentration profiles are 

estimatedd for the reactant, intermediate and product. A detailed description is given in 

E.N.M.. Van Sprang et al. [60]. These profiles for seventeen batches are warped using 

batchh five as the reference batch. The left frame of Figure 39 shows the results of 

warpingg the concentration profiles of the product using normalization in the DTW 

algorithm.. The right frame of Figure 39 shows the results of warping the 

concentrationn profiles of the product without using normalization. Clearly, 

normalizingg the DTW algorithm gives worse results. However, this dataset comprises 

onlyy three process variables (concentration profiles) where the spectral dataset 

containss 400 process variables (wavelengths). In this case, the problem of 

normalizationn is more difficult to investigate by visually inspecting the warped 

profiles.. It seems that the fewer process variables the dataset contains, the more 
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pronouncedd the problem of normalization becomes. The effect of normalization is 

alsoo investigated for typically engineering dataset that contain relatively few process 

variabless compared to spectral datasets. These results also showed that normalizing 

thee DTW algorithm gives worse results compared to not normalizing. 

3.2.88 CONCLUSIONS 
Inn this section a strategy is proposed to warp spectral batch process data. The 

dynamicc time warping algorithm is discussed and explained. It is shown that the 

normalizationn step can be omitted in this algorithm since applications from speech 

recognitionn are different from warping batches. Furthermore, it is shown using the 

definitionn of Kassidas that high weights are given to process variables that contain no 

warpingg information. For this reason a new definition of the weights is presented in 

thiss section. It can be concluded that the performance of the DTW algorithm, without 

normalizationn and new definition of the weights, improves the results. 
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